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Belgium terrorism

2ND LEAD Kerry vows to support Belgian terror probe amid new Brussels raid By
Alexandra Mayer-Hohdahl and Jessica Camille Aguirre, dpa

Brussels (dpa) - US Secretary of State John Kerry said Friday that
his country will help Belgium investigate this week's terrorist
attacks in Brussels, while police were carrying out a new raid in the
Belgian capital.

"We will continue to provide any assistance necessary in
investigating these heinous acts of terrorism and bringing those
responsible to justice," Kerry said after meeting with Belgian Prime
Minister Charles Michel in Brussels.

A few hours later, Belgian media reported that heavily armed
policemen launched a raid in the neighbourhood of Schaerbeek, where
the three suspects who carried out Tuesday's attack on the Brussels
airport were right before the killings. A person linked to the
Brussels terrorist attacks has been detained during the raid, local
mayor Bernard Clerfayt told the state broadcaster RTBF.

RTBF reported that two explosions were heard at the beginning of the
operation. It was not immediately clear if they had been set off by
police or someone else.

Raids had also been carried out in several Brussels neighbourhoods
overnight. Prosecutors said late Thursday that six people had been
taken into custody for questioning, while Belgian media reported that
a seventh person was detained on Friday morning.

Initial decisions on their continued detention are expected Friday.

The Islamic State extremist group has claimed responsibility for the
attacks in Brussels, which left at least 31 dead and 300 injured on
Tuesday at the airport and a subway station near the seat of the
European Union's main institutions.

Kerry expressed confidence in Brussels that Islamic State would be
destroyed, arguing that "its fantasy of a caliphate is collapsing
before their eyes, its territory is shrinking every day, its leaders
are being decimated, its revenue sources are dwindling and its
fighters are fleeing."

Belgium is part of the US-led coalition that has been carrying out
airstrikes against Islamic State in Syria and Iraq.

Michel said his country's F-16 fighter jets will once again take part
in airstrikes against Islamic State targets, with Belga reporting
that their operations should resume in the summer.

Belgian F-16 jets had helped carry out airstrikes in Iraq from
October 2014 to June 2015, but were then repatriated for budgetary



reasons, Belga wrote.

Michel said his government and parliament will debate extending the
mandate for the F-16 missions against Islamic State. Belga said this
would allow Belgium to also carry out airstrikes in Syria.

In a message to terrorists globally, Kerry vowed that the
international community will not be "intimidated" or "deterred."

"We will not rest until we have eliminated your nihilistic beliefs
and cowardice from the face of this Earth," he added.

In al Raqqa, the de-facto capital of Islamic State, the Imam of its
biggest mosque vowed during Friday prayers that more attacks would
target "the crusaders in Europe and America," according to the
Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights.

The Imam said Islamic State's warriors are already scattered in these
areas and waiting for the right moment to carry out new attacks.

European investigators are still trying to piece together who carried
out the killings in Brussels.

German police confirmed on Friday that they had arrested two men in
connection with the killings. The arrests were made in the town of
Giessen and the Dusseldorf area.

Security officials said one suspect, arrested on Wednesday night, had
messages on his mobile phone linking him to the Brussels suicide
bombings.

The man is said to have received a message containing only the French
word "fin" - which means end in French - at 9:08 am (0808 GMT) on
Tuesday, three minutes before one suicide bomber is believed to have
blown himself up, the Spiegel magazine reported online.

Criticism has been levied against European security policy in the
run-up to the attacks. Ministers from across the European Union
gathered in Brussels on Thursday to press for better cooperation on
key tactics like intelligence sharing.

Belgian ministers were in their parliament on Tuesday afternoon to
explain why one of the Brussels attackers had not been sent back to
prison last year after being deported from Turkey.

Investigators are also trying to determine the extent to which the
networks behind the Brussels attacks were involved in terrorist
crimes elsewhere.

Belgian prosecutors have confirmed that one of the Brussels suspects
had been wanted in connection with November's Paris attacks.

A man who was in the advanced stages of planning a terrorist attack
was arrested early Thursday in France, Interior Minister Bernard
Cazeneuve said. According to broadcaster iTele, the suspect had links
to the alleged mastermind of the Paris attacks, Abdelhamid Abaaoud.
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- Releads with Kerry, adds new raids in Schaerbeek and Imam's remarks
out of al Raqqa
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